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Colosseum audio and video guide

For a long time, car multimedia was limited to programs like high-end cars, limousines and recreational vehicles. The idea of watching movies or playing video games in the car didn't hit the mainstream until the late 90's and early 00's, and even then the car multimedia was mostly just expensive video head units and
bulky VCR or DVD-in-a-bag systems. Today, automotive multimedia can be enjoyed through OEM information and entertainment systems, feature a rich secondary market for video head units, portable DVD players and screens, and a variety of other settings. There are almost no restrictions on how you can configure
the car multimedia system, and the only real thing is that you need an audio component, a video component and a certain type of media to play on the system. Don Mason/Blend Images/Getty There are dozens of different pieces of equipment and tools that all have to work together on automotive multimedia, but they all
fit into three main categories: Sound Equipment: It's a traditional car stereo equipment that has been around forever. You need a head unit and speakers at least, and the head unit must be able to handle video input. Video equipment: The image component of the car multimedia system can take many forms.
Conventional installations include video head devices, headgear-mounted screens and ceiling-mounted screens. Media sources: Your car's multimedia system can rely entirely on physical media, such as DVDs and Blu-ray discs, to switch between a digital or two hybrid. The audio part of the car's multimedia system
usually consists of an existing sound system, although there are some differences. Some of the audio components that are usually found in car multimedia systems are: Head unit: This is the heart of the system, and it controls everything else. You've probably heard the term car stereo used more often, but your dash
component that you use to control your car's stereo system is actually a head unit. Speakers: Large speakers are also very important, but speakers in the multimedia system must not be different from speakers in the car's normal audio system. Amplifier: Every car multimedia system and each car's audio system requires
an amplifier in general. Most head units have an amplifier built into it directly, but higher-end systems use one or more external amplifiers. Sound Processor: This is a component found in higher-end car audio systems, and it can also be useful if you want your multimedia system to sound as good as possible. Crossovers:
This is another component that is found in higher-end car sound systems that are useful for improving sound quality. Headphones: Most car audio systems rely entirely on speakers, but systems may also contain headphones. This is a really useful feature if you have children. Headphones can be found in conventional
car sound systems, but they are much more often used in conjunction with car multimedia. Wired headphones need a headphone jack in the head unit, video player, or elsewhere, and headphones can use IR or RF signals. Most of these sound components are very similar to those found in traditional car sound systems,
with a few exceptions, such as a head unit. While the usual car stereo can be used for multimedia setup, the video head units are much better suited for the purpose. Each car multimedia system requires at least one video component, but they can also have much more. Some of the most common car video multimedia
components are: Video head blocks: This is the easiest way to turn a car's sound system into a car's multimedia system. Dual DIN video head units have the largest screens by default, but some DIN units also have relatively large inverted screens. Inverted screens: These screens are mounted to the ceiling and inverted
during use. They are mostly useful so that all rear passengers can watch the same video at the same time. Head-mounted screens: these screens are mounted on or on the driver's and passenger head. They allow rear passengers to watch the same video on both screens or different videos if you have multiple video
sources. Portable displays: They are not so well integrated into the multimedia system, but are more convenient. Some portable screens can be connected to the car's multimedia system, and then removed and used elsewhere for convenience. You can also use your tablet based on the system you're trying to create.
Although the head unit is the heart of any car's sound system, it can also act as a video component of a multimedia system. Some single DIN head devices have small LCD screens or large inverted screens, as well as dual DIN head devices with large, high-quality LCD displays. Multimedia head devices also require
assistive inputs and video outputs to manage additional video sources and remote displays. Some head devices are also designed to work with headphones, which can be especially useful with multimedia systems. In addition to audio and video components, each car multimedia system requires one or more video and
audio sources. These sources may be almost anything, but the most common are CD players: only audio and slowly disappear from OE dashboards, CD players remain one of the best ways to listen to music and other audio content in the car. DVD players: A head unit that has a combo CD/DVD player opens up your
entertainment options and can include a built-in screen or outputs that you can use to connect an external screen. Hd video you won't get, but thanks to cheap DVD players and DVDs it's a great choice for outdoor activities in the car. Blu-ray Players: Some head units give you the opportunity to play Blu-rays instead



DVDs and CDs. The video quality is great, but it's really not necessary when using a small screen. MP3/WMA compatible headphone: If you want to be able to burn your CD at home, look for a head unit that can play digital media files such as MP3 and WMAs.Media servers: your system heart if if you bring a bunch of
digital media wherever you go, will be a media server. Most people can safely skip this component, but the best car multimedia systems need to in some way store and serve a large library of digital music and video. Video Game Console: If you work with a budget and have an old video game console sitting around, it
can make a surprisingly suitable start to the car's multimedia system. Some consoles can play digital music and videos without video games, and the only caveat is that you'll need to find out the 12-volt power source. Wireless TV: Why not take the TV on the road? There are several ways to do this if it sounds
interesting. Internet Radio: Some head units come with internet radio built right, and you can also buy add-on devices if you're not interested in changing your head unit. This is especially good for long road trips, because you do not need to find a new station every few hours. Mobile TV: A DVD box is suitable for most of
your travels, but consider an unlimited data subscription, a tethered phone or hotspot device, and an on-demand TV subscription for fully wireless TV. You can also use your iPod, smartphone, tablet, laptop, or other portable media device as an audio or video source. Some head devices are specially designed for use
with an iPod, while others include one or more auxiliary inputs that can receive external audio or video signals. Creating an excellent automotive multimedia system can be a difficult task for the various components that have the grid together, so it may be useful to consider different components separately. If you create a
great audio system, it will probably work fine when you start adding video components. But it can also pay to think ahead. If you're creating an audio system and plan to add a video component later, you can pay off and choose a video head block. It's also useful to think about all the media sources you want to use to
create a sound system. If you want to use a media server, watch a wireless TV, or play video games, then you'll want to make sure you'll find a head drive that has enough assistive inputs to handle everything. If you're in the video camera market, here are some things you need to know about the sound of a video
camera, as well as some tips on what to look for to ensure a quality audio experience. Cctv cameras collect their sound through the built-in microphone, but not all microphones are created in the same way. There are three main types: mono, stereo and multi-channel or surround sound. The main microphone, the mono
microphone is usually found in low-end video cameras and especially in pocket camcorders. They collect only one channel and while it passes, some people complain that the sound is flat on these types of microphones. The stereo microphone records two audio channels instead of one. Anyone who has connected the
headset on to head knows the stereo effect with sound bouncing between the ear or played both. Stereo microphones are the most common types of microphones used in high-definition video cameras (they are also in pocket models, but are not so prevalent) and will play well on a TV or computer. Some high-end
camcorders offer multi-channel audio recording. The best way to think about a multi-channel or surround audio clip is to portray the main fixa of a home theater. There are three speakers on the front of the TV and a pair of speakers at the back. In the best action films, you'll hear a sound ring around your head. With a
multi-channel microphone, you can duplicate this video camera experience (to a certain degree): the camera will pick up and release the sound on five different channels — not two possible stereo microphones or a mono microphone. If you don't and really don't want to have your own home theater system in your home,
recording home movies with surround sound doesn't make much sense. Everything is equal, you will be better to find a video camera with a stereo microphone. While all video camera vendors pour time and attention into the bells and whistles of the optical video camera design side, some pay less attention to sound.
Normal microphones don't discriminate when it comes to the direction the sound comes from – that's why if you're the one doing the clip, your voice booms in the movie if you want to put on your two cents. However, the zoom microphone can focus the sound dialing purposefully until you zoom in on the lens. In other
words, if someone is in front of you talking and zooming the camera on it, the scaling microphone will also focus the audio collection from the front rather than from the sides or at the back. Zoom microphones are usually available in higher-end video cameras. One of the biggest problems people face when recording
outside is the wind rushing through the microphone. The wind can cause deafening sound or just annoying distraction and therefore quite often find video cameras promising to target the wind with an internal wind shield. These devices are modest and don't give everyone that much protection, so you might want to
purchase an accessory wind shield you can insert through your video camera microphone when you find yourself in the wind. In more expensive video cameras, windscreen mode uses software and digital signal processors to digitally neutralize the negative effects of wind. Again, the effectiveness of these technologies
varies. Depending on the level of wind, a certain degree of wind noise is usually inevitable, but a video camera with a wind shield microphone and a noise-reducing mode will at least reduce distraction. Most upper-class video cameras are modest enough to know that they don't quite measure up to the sound department.
That's why they have microphone input. This input allows you to add attachment microphones to higher quality audio. If you know that you want to add an additional in the mix, you should also find a video camera with hot shoes, since many accessories microphones can be more easily mounted on hot shoes on the
camcorder. Since the camera began adding built-in projectors, equipment designers have focused more on the quality of speakers for sound playback on board. High-end projector camcorders usually have much better built-in speakers for sound playback than non-projector models. Models.
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